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Short Communication
When Alois Alzheimer first discussed his findings about 

plaques and tangles in dementia at the 1906-7 Psychiatric 
Convention of the South West German Society in Tubingen there 
was no discussion and no interest shown. His first attempt to 
publish the findings was rejected. It was already known at the 
time dementia results in the biological markers of plaques and 
tangles. It was Emil Kraepelin, Alois Alzheimer’s supervisor, that 
pushed for the publication of these observations and later adopted 
Alzheimer’s eponym for the disease. But this was all about political 
and not science. The argument was that although these biological 
markers were common, it was not common among younger people, 
and hence the need for a new disease. It was an ageist argument 
where a disease is valid because it afflicts younger people. However, 
even this distinction was eliminated. In 1976 Richard Katzman 
combined senile (“old age”) dementia with Alzheimer’s disease. 
He did this not to reclaim science but to gain a larger constituency 
for Alzheimer’s disease in order to promote the mission of the 
recently established United States National Institute on Aging 
(NIA). Again, politics won above science. But this confabulation 
resulted in Alzheimer’s disease research becoming confused and 
lacking theory. The resulting confusion has recently led the NIA 
to start promoting the diagnoses of Alzheimer’s disease based on 
biological markers and not on clinical diagnosis, For the first time in 
the history of medicine, there is a push to diagnose a clinical disease 
based on biology while ignoring clinical evidence. This is the holy 
grail of psychiatry. However, evidence contradicts NIA’s aspiration. 
These biological markers—colloquially referred to as plaques and 
tangles —are not consistently correlated to Alzheimer’s disease  

 
or dementia. Half of clinically diagnosed oldest-old with dementia 
have insufficient neuropathology to account for their dementia,   
while thirty to fifty percent of older adults without dementia 
meet the neuropathological criteria for Alzheimer’s disease, , , , , , .  
Among older people, the correlation between Alzheimer’s disease 
neuropathology and its clinical expression declines. It is disturbing 
that we have known this fallacy for more than a century. Yet we 
continue to promote this simplistic cause of dementia and the only 
way to change this theoretical rigidity is to think more creatively 
outside of the political (and funding) interests. 

A recent review identified close to a hundred different 
documented causes of dementia. These causes are so broad that 
researchers suggest that dementia might be a biological strategy. 
Because the brain is incredibly complex, it attracts, isolates, and 
insulates a myriad of biological attacks. Suggesting that this 
short-term strategy leads to long-term liability for dementia.  But 
even these broad biological causes do not explain all the cases of 
dementia. Another process must be influencing the development of 
dementia. 

One of the avenues that might explain this process is psychology, 
especially by looking at how learning affects memory in older age. 
Older adults, because of their ample experience, have developed a 
complex and reliant model of their environment—an isomorphic 
representation. When it comes to problem solving, older adults 
are more likely to rely on this constancy in favor of looking at the 
current environment. This experience based on past successes 
and failures, determines how the present is addressed and “the 
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capacity of older adults to draw on accumulated experience in 
socioemotional realms to solve problems successfully.”   Their 
isomorphic representation becomes self-reliant, needing little 
input from outside. Older adults become so efficient engaging in 
regular activities (e.g., reading, driving, communicating, talking, 
and anticipating events) that divergence away from their routine 
becomes difficult. Most older adults enter a tunnel vision that 
involves more control and inhibition, especially as found with 
eidetic imagery, Older participants spend more scan time on a small 
area in an image whereas younger participants scanned the images 
more evenly. Becoming aware that most answers can be found in 
past experiences, the brain reduces learning from the environment. 
As with London taxi drivers where middle-aged men learned 
directions to over 60,000 streets and 100,000 places of interest 
in the city, there is a price to becoming proficient in one task, it 
restricts learning novel tasks. All of this happens unconsciously, 
without awareness. Although retrieving information from our 
past is very efficient, it eventually subverts the role of memory. 
Memory’s role is not just to recall past events, it is to recall past 
event so that we use these experiences as a lesson for the present, 
to better anticipate our future. We should ask not what memory is, 
but what memory is for.

Unconsciously, a tipping point is reached where the brain 
changes from looking for answers from the outside to looking for 
answers from our experiences. The self-reliance on our isomorphic 
representation ensures that the outside world becomes increasingly 
ignored and discounted. As we reduce learning, we automatically 
stop using memory as it was intended for, relegating memory as 
increasingly redundant. This is the social pathology of dementia. 
Not that dementia affects memory, but that memory promotes 
dementia.

As a result, we start noticing deficits in the first stage of 
memory—short-term memory. Problems in this early conduit of 
memory causes a cascade of bigger memory problems in time. 
For example, in the Nun Study that looked at language use 50 
years previous on some 700 retired midwestern nuns, found that 
all the novices who wrote autobiographical essays in very simple 
sentences died with symptoms of Alzheimer’s, but none of those 
whose prose style was more complex succumbed to the disease. 
Even in their 20s, problems with short-term memory consequently 
had devastating clinical repercussions in their 70s even when living 
conditions were the same for the nuns. When such problems become 
more obvious, we try to rationalize these memory lapses and we 
find a ready-made stereotype: dementia. By assigning a term we 
effectively create a tipping point where we start to unconsciously 
substantiate this term. We do this through hundreds of different 
biases.  An example of such biases includes “confirmatory bias” 
and “inattentive/change blindness.”  We massage our memory 
to fit a narrative. One study measured how well well-prepared 

students were for an exam and then two-weeks later, after the exam 
result, they were asked the same questions again. The study found 
convergence, whereby those students who received good grades 
reported more time studying, while those students that had a bad 
grade reported less time studying than they had reported earlier. 
In another study asked participants to be attentive to the number 
of times a group of three players (out of two groups) pass a ball 
between themselves. While counting this activity, a person in a 
gorilla costume enters and then leaves the background. Around half 
of people will simply not “see” the gorilla.  We are unlikely to see 
events that do not conform to our task at hand. As with dementia, 
we only see (and other only highlight) problems with our memory, 
even when there is no biological evidence. These perceptual biases 
ensure that any evidence that negates the subjective evaluation of 
memory loss is ignored. We only perceive events that support our 
judgement. Once we make these judgements it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to reverse—even if there is evidence to the contrary. 
This is difficult to understand without psychology, because we 
realize that what is important is that we need to make a coherent 
story. Whatever happens to us, we need to ensure that there is 
coherence. People who are told that their memory is bad will try 
and find a tipping point, in most cases, they will create one. They 
will recall that their memory was better before, when it was not. 
But such judgement rationalizes their experiences that “something 
aberrant happened” and that something can only be dementia.  
These are all powerful unconscious processes. 

Older people who report subjective cognitive decline are four 
times more likely to progress to dementia, and then these people 
are twice as likely to develop dementia when others substantiate 
their memory loss. Our social world reinforces these negative 
expectations. One unexpected observation is that subjective 
memory decline only predicts dementia if this self-evaluation 
causes concern.  The social pathology of dementia is truly social 
and involves people around us. A “consensus trance” further 
promotes the self-evaluation, when other people—through 
stereotypes, expectations, and interactions—confirm these 
negative expectations. When older adults are exposed to negative 
stereotypes about age-related cognitive decline, their memory 
performance decreases.  To complement this, others are more likely 
to judge you with dementia if they are exposed to the stereotype 
as well.  Physicians that read articles revealing that older adults 
with memory issues are likely to have dementia, were more likely 
to diagnose their older clients with memory problems as having 
dementia (70%) rather than when they did not read about the 
stereotype (14%). The social pathology of dementia can play a 
key role in tipping the scales from temporary memory lapses to 
progressive dementia. This explains why longer-lived people that 
live free from dementia, live in communities of similarly older 
people (Blue Zones) where such negative stereotypes do not 
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exist. Many other perceptual biases (some 230 such biases are 
documented) that may be applied, make our subjective negative 
evaluation come true. We become psychologically apathetic, not 
concerned so much with the world around as with focusing on the 
immediacy of our situation. We can see all these developments 
because apathy and depression correlate closely with dementia and 
they are indicative of a perceptual change. These emotions show 
that a radical perceptual change has occurred, a transformation that 
alters how we see the world. All of this happens in our unconscious, 
unbeknownst to us.

Like a house of cards, the edifice of social learning slowly 
unhinges and then dismantles as we come to rely on established 
patterns of behavior, while disregarding novelty. This slow process 
takes decades to express as dementia. Dementia just does not 
appear suddenly but incrementally.  But when memory atrophies, 
we lose retrieval of memories that shape self-consciousness, self-
knowledge, and self-image. Our lack of access to these memories 
not only leads to a diminished sense of self and identity, but also 
slows down acquisition of new knowledge, in general, as this loss of 
self-importance reduces our motivation to learn. Apathy, shadowed 
by depression, further reduces the motivation to learn. Activities 
that involve novelty-seeking—such as sharing, exchanging of 
ideas, and being social, all known to delay/prevent dementia —are 
avoided. In the same way that placebos change our biology and 
outcomes, nocebos and negative perceptual biases similarly bring 
about negative physical and biological changes.  Social dementia 
promotes negative biological changes   as much as biological 
changes promote social dementia. 

Similar to false memories, social dementia follows a set pattern 
of validation. Dementia becomes promoted by how we feel, our 
emotions, in this case apathy, depression and the lack of interest 
in learning about the world around us: that is the social pathology 
of dementia. The remedy is to behave as when you were younger. 
That constant search for novelty, sharing experiences, learning new 
skills, exchanging ideas, and being social. Social dementia allows us 
to address at least one aspect of the many causes of dementia.

List of all these Attacks
a. Degenerative causes: Familial Alzheimer’s disease; Pure 
hippocampal sclerosis; frontotemporal lobar degeneration; 
primary progressive (non-fluent) aphasia; Semantic dementia; 
Progressive supranuclear palsy (Steele–Richardson–Olszewsky 
syndrome); Corticobasal degeneration; Multiple system 
atrophy (Shy–Drager syndrome); Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/
motor neuron disease (Lou Gehrig’s disease); Huntington’s 
disease; Ataxias (spinocerebellar ataxias, Friedreich’s ataxia); 
Polycystic lipomembranous osteodysplasia with sclerosing 
leukoencephalopathy-Nasu–Hakola disease; Wilson disease; 
neuronal ceroid lipofuscinoses-Kufs disease; Gaucher disease (2 

and 3); Fragile X syndrome; Fabry disease; Limbic encephalitis 
(LATE); Niemann–Pick disease Type C; and Spinocerebellar 
ataxia.

b. Vascular causes: Multi-infarct dementia; Single-infarct 
(post-stroke) dementia; Subcortical dementia; Cerebral 
autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts 
and leukoencephalopathy-CADASIL; Binswanger’s disease; 
Cerebral amyloid angiopathy; Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease—
sporadic/iatrogenic/variant/familial; Fatal familial insomnia; 
and Gerstmann–Straussler–Scheinker disease.

c. Parasitic infections: Lyme dementia; Cerebral toxocariasis; 
and McLeod syndrome Neurocysticerosis.

d. Viral infections: herpes simplex virus type 1 and 
2; Epstein–Barr virus; Viral meningitis; HIV-related 
dementia—AIDS dementia complex; Progressive multifocal 
Leukoencephalopathy; Subacute sclerosing panencephalitis; 
herpes virus types 6/7; cytomegalovirus; and varicella-zoster 
virus.

e. Bacterial infections: Tuberculous meningitis; 
Meningococcal meningitis; Whipple’s disease; and 
Neurosyphilis.

f. Fungal infections: Cryptococcal meningitis.
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